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Brand Guidlines

Our new brand identifies us as a leading representative for darts in the United Kingdom. It is what
we look like to our members, players and competitors and the way we behave during those
interactions. It is the promises we make and the way we go about delivering them. Our brand
reflects and helps us to deliver our purpose.

These guidelines demonstrate how to use our brand elements, logo and devices, fonts and
imagery. The guidelines are intended to show how, and how not, to treat the various elements of
our identity to ensure that all brand communications are consistent and of a high standard.
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Primary Logos
We have two primary logos, the vertical logo and the horizontal logo. Each logo should be selected
based on usage, choosing the most appropriate version for each particular communication.

These logos are our primary logos and should be used to communicate our name and identity.

The logo should always appear with the full tag-line “United Kingdom Darts Association” beneath it with capital letters starting each word.

Vertical logo Horizontal logo
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Alternative Logos
Our alternative logos are the same as the primary logos but do not include the tagline. Each logo
should be selected based on usage, choosing the most appropriate version for each particular
communication.

These logos should appear where it is not suitable to display it, such as for for sizing or where there would be no need to show the tag-line.

Vertical logo Horizontal logo



Recommended Sizes
The logo should appear at the most appropriate size in proportion to the media it appears on.

The logos should appear at sizes in proportion to the size media it appears on. If the media size does not fall in to an A size format, the logo

that is the most appropriate size should be used. If the media is much larger than an A size, the logo should be scaled up from an A1 logo

size to fit using the height of the piece.

The minimum recommended size for the Primary logo is 40mm wide (200 pixels online) due to the tag-line.

The minimum recommended size for the Alternative logo is 20mm wide (100 pixels online).

A1 Logo width: 110mm A2 Logo width: 100mm A3 Logo width: 80mm A4 Logo width: 50mm A5 Logo width: 40mm
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Exclusion Zone
The minimum size of border around the logo can be determined by the width of the ‘U’.

The exclusion zone is the area in which no other graphic element or text should appear. It is also the closest the logo can appear to the edge

of the page.

Restrictions:

The logo should never be reproduced or distorted in any way or used in colours not taken from the brand palette.



Colour Pallette

Colours can often look different dependent upon what type of material they are on, particularly when printed. Please always take guidance

from a professional as we want to ensure our colours are replicated as accurately as possible.

Please note:

Default CMYK and RGB values for Pantone colours will vary depending on which software you are using so please use the exact values

specified here as they have been carefully selected for the brand.
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Our colour palette uses the red & blue colours of the Union Jack Flag.

Red
Pantone 186 C

HEX #C8102E

CMYK 2 100 85 6

RGB 200 16 46

Blue
Pantone 280 C

HEX #012169

CMYK 100 85 5 22

RGB 1 33 105

Black
Process Black

HEX #000000

CMYK 0 0 0 100

RGB 0 0 0

White

HEX #FFFFFF

CMYK 0 0 0 0

RGB 255 255 255
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Logo Colour Variations
The logos can be used in the following colour variations, in any of the primary colour pallette.
When using the logo try not to use certain colours on closely related backgrounds.

White YES

Black YES

Blue YES

White YES

Red YES

Black NO



Logo Colour Variations
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White YES

Red YES

Blue NO

Black YES

Red YES

Blue YES
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Logo Colour Variations
The logos can also be used on background images where needed. Depending on the darkness of
the image used then only the white version of the logo would be an option.
If required, a light shadow can be used on the logo to make it stand out.



Logo Colour Variations
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Blurred and mono coloured background images also make the logo stand out.
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Typography
The primary typeface is the Din family of fonts. Din is available in a range of weights and should
be used for headers, sub headers and to highlight key copy.

For online communications, if the primary typeface cannot be installed for use, it can be replaced with a more web-accessible font which

is Barlow (Bold 700). Barlow can be found on the Google Fonts database.

Please contact IT for the font files if you are working with a new agency.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 .,!?/”*@-~£%&=+#(){}[]<>

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 .,!?/”*@-~£%&=+#(){}[]<>

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 .,!?/”*@-~£%&=+#(){}[]<>

PRIMARY TYPEFACE Din

Light

Medium

Bold
(Main Headers should
always use Bold)



Typography

Minimum font size 8.5pt with the exception of T&Cs which can be used as small as 5pt when necessary.

Emails (minimum font size 11pt).

COPY TYPEFACE Arial

Standard

Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890 .,!?/”*@-~£%&=+#(){}[]<>

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890 .,!?/”*@-~£%&=+#(){}[]<>
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Arial or Helvetica should be used for all body copy online, for emails, and for all internal and
external facing printed materials, as well as Microsoft® Office applications. These fonts are
system standards and help ensure consistency when distributing files across workstations.




